**Activity 2: Find, Look, and Point Out!**

After reading Yazan’s story, use your memory, or find these prompts in the HOME Story Time recording.

1. Yazan was feeling bored and stuck in the house, so he tried to keep himself busy by making 142 paper airplanes! Find Yazan feeling bored in his bedroom. Count, how many airplanes do you see in the page?

2. Yazan’s mother is changing and something is troubling her. Now the minute she wakes up, she just watches the news with the volume turned up so loud. Find Yazan’s mother sitting in front of the TV in the book. What do you think is coming out of the television?

3. When Yazan went outside, everything looked different. There were frightening sounds of explosions all around and the kids he played with were not there. Find the moment when Yazan walked outside without his parent’s permission to his little red bike.

4. Yazan’s mother explains that he can’t go to the park right now because people are fighting in the streets, and going outside of the house is too dangerous. The mother grabs her paints and paint brushes and decides to paint an amazing park in Yazan’s bedroom. Find Yazan and his mother painting together in his bedroom.